




1.     Kiritimati Draw a coconut used to make the macaroons.

2. New Zealand Leave some carrots for the reindeer. 

3. Australia Draw Santa’s magic key for opening front doors.

4. Japan Leave a gift on a pillow. 

5. Indonesia Draw a pineapple used for the jam filling in nastar cookies.

6. Philippines Draw a teacup for salabat, a spicy ginger tea.

7. Sri Lanka Write the time children come home from mass. (Include a.m. or p.m.) 

8. India Draw stockings for the window.

9. South Africa Draw the donkey that Father Christmas (Kersvader) arrives on.

10. Malawi Draw sweet potatoes used to make mbatata.

Map the Story: A World of Cookies for Santa

Ø Label Santa’s home at the North Pole on the world map. 

Ø Draw his route on the world map (---) as you read or listen to the story.

Ø Write the number of each stop along his tasty journey. 

Ø Complete the task to show a holiday tradition from each country.
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11. Bethlehem Color a green dot at the site of the first Christmas.

12. Egypt Draw Baba Noel’s glove for climbing in windows.

13. Russia Draw the number of horses that pull the sleigh for 

Ded Moroz (Grandfather Frost) and Snegurochka (Snow Maiden).

14.   Ukraine Draw a traditional Saint Nick cookie for Svyatyy Mykolay.

15. Denmark Draw a tree for Julemande (Christmas Man).

16.   Norway Draw a bowl of riskrem (rice pudding) for Julenissen (Christmas Elf).

17.   Poland Draw a star for the Star Man and Star Boys who visit after Christmas dinner.

18. Germany Draw the last door of the advent calendar. Include the number on it.

19.   France Draw an apple for Père Noël to give to Gui, the donkey.

20. Spain Draw a shoe that is left for the Wise Men to leave gifts.

21.   Great Britain Draw a stocking for Father Christmas.

22.   Ireland Draw and light a candle to burn all night.
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Map the Story: A World of Cookies for Santa (continued)



23.   Brazil Draw a fudge-like sweet called brigadeiro for Papai Noel.

24. Argentina Draw a camel that Papa Noel visits boys and girls on.

25. Chile Draw a slice of the pan de pascqua for Viego Pascuero (Old Man Christmas).

26. Puerto Rico Draw and color a shortbread cookie for the Wise Men.

27. Costa Rica Draw a cypress tree from Colacho.

28. Mexico Draw a piñata.

29. United States Draw a glass of milk and cookies for Santa.

30. Canada Draw colored lights to light up the night.

31.   Alaska Draw a fudgy, oatmeal cookie in a pan.

32. Hawaii Draw a dolphin that pulls Santa on his surfboard. 

33. Pago-Pago Draw the last home that is visited on Christmas Eve.

Ø Show Santa’s route  (---) to return to the North Pole.

Ø Color the oceans blue.

Ø Use your map to retell the story to a friend or relative.
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Map the Story: A World of Cookies for Santa (continued)


